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Investigative Activity:Investigative Activity: Security Video Review

Involves:Involves: Todd I Jordan (S)

Date of Activity:Date of Activity: 12/27/2022

Activity Location:Activity Location: Sidney Food Town - 1010 Wapakoneta Ave., Sidney, OH 45365,
Shelby County

Author:Author: SA Perry K. Roeser, #114

Narrative:Narrative:

On December 27, 2022, Ohio Bureau of Criminal Investigation (BCI) Special Agent Perry Roeser
(SA Roeser) received the in-house Sidney Foodtown security video from Special Agent Tyler
Price (SA Price). SA Price was contacted and responded to the scene location on December 21,
2022, to extract the security footage from the Sidney Foodtown store's DVR system regarding
the Officer-Involved Critical Incident under BCI investigation. SA Price uploaded a thumb drive
(reference #1) of the footage onto BCI's shared drive's F network. Once the footage was
uploaded onto the F drive, SA Roeser completed the review process.

The details below summarize the recorded in-house surveillance footage from the Officer-
Involved Critical Incident dated 12/21/2022. A time stamp and date were affixed to the
footage reading of 12/21/2022 07:56.24.

Synopsis:

07:56.2407:56.24 - A blue Ford station wagon pulled onto the lot and parked on the west side
of the grocery store. The driver of the Ford station wagon was later identified as Todd
Jordan.
07:56.4407:56.44 - A minivan arrived and parked at the store's front entrance. The driver
assisted a person in a wheelchair to exit the minivan. The person in the wheelchair
entered the store, and the minivan pulled away from the front entrance.
07:59.4607:59.46 - A truck pulled onto the lot and reversed into a parking space behind the
blue Ford station wagon. Later identified as Dylan Wooddell, he exited the truck and
walked past Jordan in the station wagon. Dylan waved at Jordan.
08:01.1908:01.19 - As Dylan walked past the station wagon, Jordan attempted to shoot Dylan,
shattering the passenger's side front window. Dylan ran behind the grocery store for
cover.
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08:01.2608:01.26 - Jordan exited his car and walked into the grocery store with a visible
brandished handgun.
08:01.4808:01.48 - As Jordan entered the store, patrons began to run for safety.
08:02.0008:02.00 - Jordan noticed a female, later identified as Annette Wooddell, near the cash
registers. Jordan started to track her and fired his handgun in her direction but missed.
Annette retreated through a doorway within the store for cover. Jordan did not see
where Annette hid.
08:02.1708:02.17 - Jordan fired his gun in the direction of retreating customers in aisle #1.
08:02.1808:02.18 - Jordan then walked throughout the store, which included the back dock
area, searching for customers and Wooddell.
08:04.3608:04.36 - Sidney police officers came into contact with Jordan at the cash registers.
Jordan raised his hands into the air for compliance.
08:04.4908:04.49 - Jordan reached into his front right jacket pocket and produced a firearm.
Sidney police officers discharged their weapons in the direction of Jordan.

The footage was 10:24 minutes in length. The surveillance video will be stored in the case file
at BCI, London, Ohio, for review.

References:References:

USB Thumbdrive - Store footage
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